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An Informative Book This book was originally published in 1964 and sometimes it appears like
it with references to "what will the Beatles wear later on" and things such as that. Not A Book
to Read I bought this publication after seeing a video about Hardy Amies. It's actually a sort of
dictionary with alphabetical listings of design items." The writer also will not like trouser cuffs
(called "change ups")! Photos of the fedora hats appear rather ridiculous because they're
oddly designed but "contemporary" for the 60s. The majority of the photos are obviously
images of 1960s clothing. You can't. It's more of a dictionary on fashion terms than an actual
mens style style guide. But simply because a primer on the fundamentals of what is what, and
when to wear it. Waste of money Waste of money. Though it has some small faults the
publication is very well written and witty. For instance, the author describes just what a
deerstalker hat is certainly by saying "Sherlock Holmes can put on one.. It might use more
images. It's a nice reference book to have nonetheless and a nice read. Basically a fashion
dictionary. Pretty useless.. Overall I love the reserve though. Great paper, nice elastic band to
keep the publication together, and a pleasing consistency on the cover.However, the
construction on the reserve is very nice. Five Stars All good. Three Stars Good basic overview
of better menswear. Not necessarily applicable to most off the shelf clothes .. it is similar to a
dictionary of conditions however the information is interesting As much reviews stated, it
really is similar to a dictionary of terms but the information is interesting. Great gift for any man.
Absolute joy to learn, a good little bit of humor, and the perfect coffee desk or waiting space
reader. It was updated in 2007 but lots of the references audio dated and were apparently left
as-is. Its an interesting book but its not really a reading book like I thought. Even more of a
dictionary of fashion terms. I was totally unsatisfied. Not what I believed it was. Solid but dated
advice This is a great book to understand and understand the fundamentals of men's fashion.
Some of the comments are a little bit dated, and obviously lean towards tips more prevalent in
European countries than in the us.skinny trousers and sometimes skinnier jackets.. More fun
when compared to a box of control keys.this is a good reference for your book shelf. Desire
the contents had been as satisfying. Many of the references, though, are timeless as good
design is. I thought it would cover the basics of fashion. It ended up being an encyclopedia
thats ineffective.
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